WORKSHOP ON ONLINE COURSE CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

The online course content development workshop was conducted for the faculty members on 21st and 22nd February 2020. Dr. K. Thiyagu Suriya, Assistant Professor, Department of Education, Central University of Kerala, was the resource person. He gave a detailed explanation on ‘Moodle Learning Management System’ explaining the four quadrants with its aspects. The Swayam Learning Management System was compared and taught with Moodle LMS. The LMS was taught with sign up to the moodle cloud, setting up the front page, creating the course and category, creating username and password, content, resources and activity. Enrollment of participants into the course and creating various resources and activities to post in the course were clearly explained and the hands on training to develop a LMS was given in a step by step manner. Each staff member created their own Moodle cloud and uploaded their created content. They also prepared various kinds of resources and activities and uploaded it in their Moodle cloud. The participants were allowed to access their content and resources. Various applications such as near pod, slido, screen castify, hot potatoes, Discussion forum, Padlet, Quizzes and Flip grid were also taught to develop interesting activities and resources. The staff were given the activity of creating a video, script, ppt, discussion and quiz questions.